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Prime Minister Boris Johnson
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7th June 2021UD1

Some inconvenient truths

Ref: JM134 DG/TS/1797

Dear Prime Minister,
Our Member for Parliament Joy Morrissey representing Beaconsfield has failed to return to her 5 constituents and
it’s now another 16 months past, so the central point of information for society is now online. As I made clear I
would need to do if another 12 months of continued silence and avoidance, 5 years and 9 months in total then
waiting for our M.P to return as per Parliamentary “protocols” many of her colleagues pointed out to us.
Despite my best efforts to maintain public trust in the Civil Service never mind the citizens’ complaints path and our
councils too, although it’s not being promoted to the public quite yet, as first it has to be to the constituents
Members of Parliament and a few organisations.

https://unwantedcounciltax.com/
The words of Sir Eric Jack Pickles anti-corruption champion and from the Cameron Governments efforts to make the
Valuation Office Agency cease and desist what they have been inflicting upon innocent
homeowners and businesses too, it appears given the High Court and Supreme Court
actions, plus the huge backlog of business complainants and now we understand that huge
backlog a little more don’t we?
Little doubt aiding the previous decline of our High Streets and smaller businesses well
before the onset of Covid-19 and all that came with the pandemic. But the Valuation Office
Agency the Executive Arm of Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs ignored the Cameron
Government actions, I have to assume right now they don’t need to ignore the current
Government, as with the silence and evasiveness, I have no option but to assume little has been done, or is being
done unless our Member for Parliament wishes to reconnect again and update her five constituents defrauded.
All the V.O.A has done is remained silent from the day they quickly left our front door avoiding any questions and
went to ground unresponsive. Later for us to discover we had like those before us, been scammed, the V.O.A and
their Director Thomas Lindie from Canary Wharf have threatened me with legal action and I wrote back that’s fine
let’s get on with that, but that was nearly 2 years ago. They have sorted nothing; neither has H.M.R.C and two
Permanent Secretary’s both remaining bunkered down and silent, their Serious Misconduct Panel covering up.
If the Valuation Office Agency had not ignored the Rt Hon Eric Pickles as he was maybe retiring, I would not be
writing this would I? Or would I have had to launch a central point of information for the British public to prepare
themselves and be vigilant to fend off corrupt civil servants of this Agency, if not their own council too?
Maybe too comprehensive, but the public can read it, take heed or not that’s up to them and I just hope they will all
assist in getting the information around the United Kingdom. I don’t do twitter or face book myself, so hope it will
spread throughout eventually to cover the majority of homeowners and businesses. My wife and I have now settled
into our replacement home after 47 years in our family home where we were scammed and we have constructed a
replacement cancer care support utility despite the difficulties caused by Covid-19 and availability of materials.
After ours was destroyed in the Valuation Office Agency scams, via deceit, lies and abuses that my wife and I
suffered. Along with our neighbours over at Hitcham House Farm, their statement published on the website
alongside our own at

https://unwantedcounciltax.com/joy-morrissey/
I have learnt a lot over the period, most of which I had no wish to, but I can use it to educate our grandchildren as
future UK citizens. I haven’t been defrauded as such before as I’m usually observant and careful. Your civil servants
caught me by surprise as I was trusting, but also in recovery from my second cancer so not quite up to the mark. It
will not happen twice to my wife and I Prime Minister I’m confidant of that and I may just take the law into my own
hands should a VOA civil servant ever appear at my front door again, but we will see as not too old yet, there will be
no trust from here and I hope those that read are equally cautious in the future of these civil servants.
Prime Minister, if this Government the V.O.A, H.M.R.C, the Home Office, Parliament, the Heads of the Civil Service
do not wish to deal with what are inconvenient truths, what chance has our society and this country moving
forward from Brexit and now this pandemic? It’s that very behaviour of avoidance, denial, heads buried, and the
bunker mentality that perpetuates corruption surely you understand that basic premise? Like Sir Tony Halls
approach at the BBC until the Lord Dyson report and what did he say?.......A perfect essay in evading the point and
denying the truth
You and your Government, the Department for Communities, the Home Office, your Anti-Corruption so called
champion, the Civil Service, H.M.R.C and now our MP sadly have been doing exactly that, the very same
Once it gets around our society will the Whitewash Adjudicator and retreating P.H.S.O even function as they can
only function with the society’s trust? The pointless and avoiding H.M.R.C Serious Staff Misconduct panel too? Far
less taxpayers paying for your anti-corruption champion looking the other way throughout? How are constituents to
trust their MPs after ours fled after the first meeting, remaining silent and avoiding? Who and what citizens are
going to feel secure attending any Tribunal from here once they read the evidence and understand.
https://unwantedcounciltax.com/valuation-tribunal-service/
Who is going to trust their councils anymore? Although I’m reasonably confidant most are honest and above board,
who is going to trust this Government Agency from both the domestic and commercial sectors. We certainly won’t
from the lack of action from yourself, John Penrose MP and others and if you’re comfortable with that, I and our
community will have to be, not sure our society will be but that remains to be seen.
Once those in the House of Commons have been updated, it starts to proceed out to their constituents UK wide, I
have a moral duty Prime Minister and am obliged to pre-warn our fellow citizens in the face of Government, the
Establishment involved and latterly our own Member of Parliament for Beaconsfield silence and avoidance,
something I have lived with for coming up to 6 years now.
So this central point of information like those warnings those whistle-blowers did for society, although they were
only found after we were defrauded scammed and abused by your civil servants who then fell off a cliff and
disappeared, not unlike Joy and those who were found to be conspiring with them, the central point of information
to warn our society before they are defrauded and scammed, and with the evidence and the circumstances.
Good day to you Mr Alexander Boris de Pfeffel Johnson, Prime Minister of the United Kingdom and sincere
congratulations on your marriage to that young lady.
Yours Sincerely

Mr. & Mrs. N.R. Gardiner & Mr. & Mrs. A.F. Bosher.
The world is a dangerous place to live; not because of the people who are evil, but because of the people who look on
and do nothing about it. Einstein 1879 – 1955

